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cess to the interior, for the four sides 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY. of the shelter are louvered; that is, com
An Introduction to All Textbooks of posed of shutters. These shutters over
Chemist\y. By Wilhelm Ostwald. lap and have a pitch which enables them TranslatIOn by Harry W. Morse. ' 
New York: Longmans, Green & Co., to shed water, and intercept also the rays 
1909. 8 vo.; pp. 349. of the sun, even when level at sunrise or 

Prof. Ostwald's name is one to conju with sunset. 
in almost every branch of science and in chem- Shelters ought to be placed in a large 

open space, or upon a house top or other 
high building, where the circulation of 
the air is unimpeded. Correct tempera
tures are recorded only when the air 
flows freely round the shelter as well as 
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istry particularly. It would be difficullt indeed 
to mention a chemist who has contributed more 
to the advancement of his science in our time, 
or one who occupies a more eminent position 
as a teacher. In this book Prof. Ostwald has 
presented with remarkable ingenuity and sim
plicity the actual fundamental principles of the 
science of chemistry, their meaning and connec
tion, and stripped them so far as possible of 
irrelevant additions. The book may he regarded 
as an attempt to work ou't chemistry under the 
form of a rational scientific system without 
bringing in the properties of individual sub
stances. Hence, it has been necessary to reo 
state elementary principles in a new light, and 
to bring out many new' connections in regions 
hitherto untouched. That is why this work 
will be found different in its treatment fram 

through it. When the shelter cannot be 
I 

Your PATENTS 
situated in an open area, it may be set ncorporate:d :�I��:!S 
up on the north side of a building, with a 
space not less than four inches interven-
ing. 

Sunshine does not give the average 
temperature of the air, but the highest; 
and so a thermometer, hung in the sun, 
falsifies or greatly exaggerates. If the 

any other work on chemistry' that has ever temperature is 87, a thermomet€r in the 
been written. The pedagogic value of the pre- sun will run up to 100 or more. The con
cedin� can be judged only by t?� instructor

. 
of fiding observer, suddenl a ware how hot 

chemistry. But to anyone familiar at all with I' . y . 
chemistry, its merit must be apparent from an . It apparently IS, grows famt from the 
impartial consideration of the book. ,imaginary heat, runs for a fan, and rap
A HAND BOOK OF PRACTICAL CALCULATION � idly raises his bodily temperature by his 

AND ApPLICATION OF REINFORCED CON- , vigorous gesticulations trying to cool him
CRETE. Kahn System Standards. Com-
piled and published by the Engineer-

I 
self. 

ing Department of the Trussed Con- Instruments that measure the depth of 
crete Steel Company. 12mo.; 126 PP." the fall of rain are neither well known 

The
. 

rapid growth of reinforced concrete con- by sight, nor is the method by which 
structiOn makes necessary a hand book on de- they record the rainfall very familiar 
sign, similar to those in use for the ordinary I . . . 
classes of building material. The object of this FIg. 7 shows the essentIal parts of a 
hand book is to present to the designer tables rain gage, which are a receiver, a meas
and information in such form as to be made uring tube, and an overflow. The rain 
immediately available for use in actual de- is caught by the receiver the bottom of 
signs, and at the same time to have these . . ' 
tables founded on scientific formulre approved whIch IS funnel shaped, and falls into 
by our best engineering practice. The work the measuring tube. Should the amount 
as presented deals mainly with the Kahn that falls be excessive, and more than 
trussed bar. The Kahn system of reinforced fill the measuring tube, the excess over-
concrete, however, uses in its application sev- . . 
eral other types of reinforcement, including flows mto the outer cylmder. The rain 
rib metal, hy-rib, cup bars, column hooping. gage is designed to catch the precipita
rib lath, and rib studs. I tion of rain, and to facilitate ·the read-

ing of the amount by mechanically mag
HOW TO OBSERVE AND RECORD THE nifying the quantity. The diameter of a 

WEATHER. 
(Continued from page 412.) 

mounted very nearly horizontally. These 
two instruments are usually supported as 
they appear in Fig. 3. 

The minimum is read and then "set" by 
raising it gently until the index slides to 
the surface of the alcohol (Fig. 5). The 
maximum must be lowered to a vertical 
position before it is read (Fig. 4). After 
this reading is taken and recorded, the 
thermometer is then "set" by gently 
swinging it up and down, until that 
amount of mercury is shaken back into 
the bulb that represents the difference in 
temperature between the maximum and 
the present, if any. When no more mer
cury can be returned to the bulb, the ther
mometer is allowed to hang vertically, 
and a second reading is taken. The mer
cury now gives the temperature at the 
time of reading; and this reading is re
corded as "set maximum." In other 
words, the maximum thermometer serves 
in olace of two thermometers. First, it 
records the highest temperatures during 
the twenty-four hours: and secondly, 
when it is set, it gives the temperature 
at 7 P. M.-the time of reading. 

EXPosuRE.-The marked variation be
tween the readings obtained from ther
mometers owned by private persons and 
Weather Bureau thermometers is due 
much more frequently to the difference 
in the manner of exposing them than to 
difference in quality, accuracy, or cost 
price. Thermometers exposed against 
buildings, on verandas, in windows, can
not often be trusted to give even ap
proximately the true temperature of the 
atmosphere. For the air is not a station
ary body, but is a continuously inter
twisting, expanding, and contracting gas 
perpetually seeking an equilibrium, which 
is seldom even momentarily gained, than 
it is instantly lost. All gross inaccura
cies attending exposure of thermometers 
are overcome by the shelter adopted by 
the Weather Bureau and provided to all 
observers (Fig. 9). 

Weather Bureau rain gage receiver a t the 
top is 8 inches; the diameter of the meas
uring tube is 2.53 inches. In conse
quence of this difference in area, the 
water in the measuring tube stands ten 
times deeper than if spread over the area 
of the receiver; so that a rainfall of one 
inch, in the receiver stands ten inches 
in the measuring tube. The scale .by 
which the water is measured is gradu
ated in hundredths of an inch; but that 
inch on the scale is really ten inches long 
(Fig. 8). 

I n the normal temperate climate, there 
are only a few rains in a year when a 
reading of one inch is observed. A fall of 
rain amounting to two inches is uncom
mon; a precipitation recording three or 
more inches is the exceptional record of 
a decade or two. Some rains, attended 
by strong wind, vivid lightning, and ap
parently heavy downpouring of sheety 
rain, give a reading as low as twenty
five to sixty or seventy hundredths of an 
inch; while other rains, not so accom
panied by electric phenomena and aerial 
d isturbances, occasionally give a reading 
of an inch or more. Only an experienced 
observer is competent to make a fairly 
close guess of the amount of precipita
tion;, and at best his guess is subject to 
the errors that so commonly invalidate 
'lll suppositions. 

Snowfall is caught in the large cylin
(Oontinued on page 419.) 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
For which Letters Patent of the 

United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 

November 23, 1909, 

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE 
[See note at end of list about copies of these patent •. ] 

Adding machine, C. N. McFarland .......... 940.709 
Adding machine, C. Wales ................ 940,758 
Adding machines, keyboard locking mech-

anism for, C. N.· McFarland ........... 940,708 
Adding machines, lock for numeral wheels 

for, N. Wblte ........................ 940,766 
Addh�g machines, ribbon feeding and l'evel'S-

The outside dimensions are 42 inches Ing mechunlsm for, H. Kulltzler ........ 940,814 

long by 36 inches wide by 36 inches least !�����fs��eg 
c::!r�e.

R
c. 

R
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height, and a second roof, 6 inches above, 
I 

Agr IDI!):���1 ��pl���n��:. j
ourI�al .. f�r

.' .. �:. C: 941,191 

has two ends open. The air has free ac- Agri���!t�rthler 
n�I;;'�\�� o��r

ra� I�I�.�g
G. �.W��1i 941,309 

Laws the most liberal. Expense tbe least. Hold mc:etinn. transact 
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full-paid for cash. property or services. free. President Stoddard. 
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many thousand companies. Reference: Any bank in Arizona 
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A Home=rlade lOO=Mile 
Wireless Telegraph Set 

Read SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT 1605 fOl a 
tborough, clear description. by A. Frederick Collins, of 
th e constructiun of a lOO-m!le wireless telegraph outOt 
Numerous adequate diagrams accompany the text. 
PriCe 10 cents by mail. Order 1rvm your neWSdealer or 
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Two Good Books for Steel Workers 

Hardening, . T emper
ing, Annealing and 
Forging of Steel 

By JOSEPH V. WOODWORTH 
Size 6li z9li inchea. 288 pagea. 201 illuatra-

tiona. Price $2.50 postpaid 

T
IS is a practical work, treating clearly and 
concisely modern processes for the heating, 
a nnealing, forging, welding, har dening and 
tempering of steel, making it a book of great 

value to toolmakers and metal-workin� mechaniCS 
in general. Special directions are �lven for the 
.uccessful har dening and tempering of steel tools of 
all descriptions, including milling cutters, taps, thread dies, reamers, hollow mills, punches ana 
dies and various metal-workiner tools,shear blades, 
saws, fine cutlery and other Implements of steel, 
both large and small. The uses to which the lead
in)!' brands of steel may be adapted are discussed, 
and their treatment for work ing under different 
conditions explained; also speciaf methods for the 
hardening and tempering of special brands. A 
chapter on case.har dening is also included. 

The American 
Worker 

By E. R. MARKHAM 

Steel 

Size 5* r8 inchea. 367 pagea. 163 illuatra-
tiona. Price $2.50 poatpaid 

T
HIS is a standard work on selecting, annealing 

hardening and tempering all g rades of steel: 
by au acknow l edged! authority. The author 
has had twe nty-five years' practical experi_ 

ence in steel-working, duriu� which time he has 
collected much of the material for this book. Care
ful instructions are given fot every detail of every 
tool. Among the subjects treated are the selection 
of steel to meet various requirement;: how to tell 
steel when you see it; reasons for different steels' how to treat steel in the making of small tools, taps; 
reamers. drills, milling' cutters; har dening and tem
pering dies; pack-hardening; case-hardening; an
nealing; heating apparatus: mixtures and baths 
the best kind, and why; and in fact everything that 
a steel-worker would want to know is contained in 
thrs book. 

OUR SPECIAL OFFER· The pric!, of these 
• books 1S $2.50 

each, but when the two volumes are ordered from 
us at One time. we send them prepaid to any address 
in the world on receipt of $4.00. 

MUNN & COMPANY, Inc. Publish�ra 
361 Broadway, New York 

Plea.e mention the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN w hen writinll to adoert;'er-. 
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Legal Notices 

PATENTS 
INVENTORS are Invited to communicate with 

Muuu & Co., 361 Broadway, !l.ew York. ur 
62ii F Street. "'ashinll'ton, D. C •• in regard 
to securing valid patent protection tor tbelr iu
veutious. Trade_lllarks and Copyrill'hts 
registered. Desilru Pateuts and Foreill'u 
Pateuts secured. 

A Free Opiuiou 88 to tbe probable patenta
bility of an Invention will be readily given to auy 
inventor furn.lahlng us with a model or  sketch and 
a brief deSCription of the device in question. All 
communications are strictly confidential. Our 
Haud_Book on Patents wIll be sent free on 
request. 

Ours Is the Oldellt all:ency for securing patents; 
It was established over sixty years ago. 

MUNN & CO., 361 Broadway, New York 
Branch Office, 6'25 F St., Wash.ington. O. C, 

Air brake appliance, sa!ety, T. W. Ash .... 941,295 
Air urake coupling, automatic, Campbell & 

Ingbram ........... ................... 941,348 
Air brake systems, automatic bleeder for, E. 

V. Conley, 2d ......................... 940,676 
Air compressor, W. R_ Thompson . . ........ 940,751 
Air ship, H. Meslnger .................... 940,701 
Alarm mechanism, time-controlled, H. W. 

Howard .............................. 940,692 
Ammonia, especially sulfate of ammonia, 

making sa! ts of, O. P. HurfOl·d ........ 940,972 
Amusement device, M. B. Becker ......... '940,664 
Amusement device, W. J. McLean ........ 941,334 
Animal cover, C. L. Hastings . ........... 940,967 
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Arm chair, E. P. Wanner ............ .... 940,995 
Auto-borse, C. E. Birky .................. 941,301 
Automatic swltcb, E. F. Bubb ............ 941,227 
Automobiles, radiator for, J. E. Lewis ..... 940,976 
Axles, reworking worn car, J. M. Hansen, 

940,805, 940,806 
Bag fastener, E. S. Erickson ............. 941,016 
Bale wiring mecbanlsm, J. H. Sawyer ..... 940,897 
Bean separator, F. C. Britt ................ 941,305 
Bearing, toller cE'nt�:, J. li'. O'Connor ...... 940.819 
Bearing, tbrust, G. Rennerfelt ........... 941,097 
Bed pad, J. P. Duval . ... . ................ 940,958 
Belt tigbtener, D. R. & H. W. Blakeslee ... 941,226 
Bench. See Piano bench. 
Binder, A. C. Hafely . .... ............... 941,142 
Binder, loose leat, J. S. McComb .......... 940,706 
BInder, loose leaf, M. von He,t7.berg ... ... 941,198 
Binders, extensible post tor loose leat, J. 

S. McComb ........................... 940,705 
Binders,' support tor loose leaf, J. S. 

McComb .................. . ........... 940,707 
Blade boldlng means, H. L. Barton......... 940,778 
Blower or pump, F. J. Miner .............. 940,984 
Boiler, D. Hanlon ........ ................ 940.684 
Book, loose leaf, L. E. Marsb ............. 941,084 
Bookcase, L. Nelson ...................... 941,168 
Boot, G. Watkins ........ ...... .......... 941,116 
Bottle, P. A. Tborln ......... ...... . .. .... 940,993 
Bottle, non-refillable, F. W. Hel·bert ....... 940,687 
Bottle, non-refillable, L. C. Foster......... 940,962 
Bottle, non-refillable, J. Berg ............. 941,184 
Bottle stopper, W. E. Gaston ............. 940,926 
Bottles and similar vessels, machine for 

cleansing, Strasburger & Granges ...... 940,948 
Box, R. W. Carroll .......... ......... . ... 940,922 
Box, D. H. Glover ....................... 941,140 
Box, A. E. Klingenberg ................. 941,323 
Box handling attachment for shelves, Jones 

& Nlcboles ......... .................. 940,878 
Brake sboe key, C. N. Smltb .............. 941,107 
Bread cutting macblne, M. J. Ferren ...... 941,065 
Bricklaying machine, M. Falcone ..... .... 941,137 
Briqueting macbine, Elswor th & Dowell .... 940,959 
Brush holder, antiseptic tooth, W. D. Jones 941,200 
Brush ware, J A. Burnside ............. 941,306 
Buckle, belt, A. M. Gardner .............. 941,242 
Buckle for waist belts, J. A. Dubois ....... 941,136 
Buckle, lever, C. E. Smith ............... 940,829 
Building blocks, machine for making hollow,· 

Scott & Dilgard ...................... 940,741 
Butter treating apparatus, NuIr & J"ckson . 940,716 
By-pass, E. Burhom ...... .............. .. 940,920 
Cabbages, machine for splittIng and co�e 

slicing, L. Lecheler ................... 941,262 
Cabinet, folding and sliding safe, I, J. Wing 941,052 
Cabinet, towel, R. T. Parisen ............. 940,717 
Cable grip, J. F. Sallows . ........... ..... 940,732 
Cable banger, C. L. Peirce, Jr ............. 941,039 
Calculating Implement, E. J. Brandt ....... 941,004 
Cameras, roller blind. for photograpbic, E. 

Brauburger ........................... 941,126 
Can body forming macblne, W. W. ,Tones .. 941,076 
Can heading macblne, L. C. Krummel..... 941,346 
Can opener, W. G. Klrcber ............... 940,932 
Canceling macblne, ticket, Fisk & Seely ... 940,681 
Candelabrum, O. H. von Guelpen ........... 941,213 
Caadle end forming macblne, C. B. Manbeck 941,083 
Canvas carrier, artist's wet, R. P. Tolman. 941,212 
Car, W. H. Son ...... ...................... 940.202 
Car brake operating mechanism, C. A. Wil-

liamson . ................ ............. 941,219 
Car door, grain, H. W. Richards ........... 941,099 
Car door banger, Frame & Harrington ..... 941,069 
Car, dump, J. B. Rhodes ....... ... ....... 940,893 
Car fender, Youngberg & Parnall . ........ .. 940,772 
Car, railway, H. S. Hart ................. 941,249 
Car, steel box, Frame & Har rington ....... 941,067 
Car- ventilator, railway, J. E. Ward ....... 941,290 
Car window ventilator, D. W. Snow ....... 940,946 
Cars, passenger controlled register for 

street, O. Speckenbacb ............... 941,108 
Card attachment, J. E. Ralpb ........... 941,273 
Carriage and wagon checking attachment, 

W. F. Young ........................ 940,771 
Carrier, C. B. Willenborg ................ 940,768 
Carriers, automatic dumping device tor ele-

vated, T. O. Werner .................. 940,760 
Casb register, W. J. McKee .. ............. 940,816 
Caster, G. W. Bent ..... .................. 940,780 
Caster, self-adjusting, T. C. Luce ...... .. 941.082 
Cat guard, Z. D. Underbill .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 940,755 
Causticlzing tank, E. F. Parker ........... 941,036 
Cement wasbtub mold, T. V. Galasse ...... 941,139 
Centrifugal extractor, W. Bartholomew.... 940.662 
Cbair, C. J. Travers ..................... 940,907 
Obalr, E. H. Milner ..... . ................ 941,160 
Cbalr tan attacbment, L. Hildretb ........ 940,688 
Cbalrs, binding means for, A. G. Walter ... 940,759 
Checkrein, J. S. Mlrgan ............ . .... 940,886 
Cburn, F. A. Grant ...................... 941,318 
Circuit hreaker, automatic, Lawrence & Tor-

chlo .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. ... 940,881 
Clamp and rail brace, Gr iffin & Mtlth ...... 940.964 
Clasp fastener, M. Pugatsky et al ......... 941,096 
Cleaner. See ·Gun dean(·r. CleanSing compound, J. A. Lester ......... 941,155 
Clock, alarm, W. E. Porter ................ 941.042 
Clothes line pro", W. Hetberlngton ....... 940,875 
Clotbes pounder: E. W. Lynch ., ., . , ... , ., 940.699 
Clotbes reel, R. W. Robinson ............. . 940,729 
Clutch, Hovey & Stebbins ................ 940,970 
Clutcb, F. P. Huyck ..................... 941.349 
Clutcb, friction, P. Evans .......... ...... 940.679 
Coasting record device, Hedley & Doyle .... 940,810 
Coating machines, feeding and dusting de-

vice tor. M. SchenCk . ...... .... .. . .. 940,737 
f'!ock, compre�8ion. C. S. Frishrnnth ........ 941,:n6 
COO"f'e cleanillg tllld grading machine, E. C. 

Smitb ................................ 940.989 
Coin·controlled apparatus, A. G. Kennel .... !l40.97R 
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